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1.  'Michelin' front bumper s�cker (big)
2. Window streamer–Petrolheaddays for non-NLD events
3. ‘A’/ ‘B’/ ‘G’-Classifica�on
4. Front window star�ng number (white) 
5. Front window driver name (white, small)
6. Rear window driver name (white, big) 
7. Rear window star�ng number (white) 
8. 'Michelin' rear bumper s�cker (small)
9. 'GT3 Cup' model script (black / white) 
10.  'Porsche' le�ering (black / white) 
11.  'Van Zon Horeca' (black / white) 25 x 15cm
12.  Dealership name (to be selected by team)
13.  Background + star�ng number (black) 
14.  T.B.A.(14,2 x 21cm) 
15.  'Porsche.nl' (can be swapped with pos. 15)
16. 'Porsche.be' (can be swapped with pos. 14)
17.  'Ex�nguisher' and 'electronics safety' s�ckers
18.  Roof li� connec�on point indicators
19.  T.B.A.
20.  T.B.A.

The advertising decals, logos, driver name and starting numbers as 
specified by the Series Organiser, must be affixed to all competing 
vehicles during the free practice, qualifying sessions and races of the 
Series. The size, type, quantity and positioning are determined and 
announced in the “Sticker Regulations 2018”. The sticker regulations 
are agreed on with the KNAF. The “Sticker Regulation 2018” are part of 
these Regulations. Any breach of these Regulations may result in the 
participant concerned being disqualified from classification. All 
advertising surfaces that are not occupied as specified in the Sticker 
Regulations are available for the entrants’ own advertising labels. 
The clearance between such advertising and the mandatory labels and 
starting number shall be a minimum of 30 mm. retained for the entire 
season. The registered entrants will be informed about their starting 
numbers before the first race. The drivers’ names, starting numbers 
and national identification markings must be fixed on all competition 
vehicles throughout the entire event. 
The size, type, quantity and positioning of the identifications shall be 
determined by the Series Organiser and notification is given in the 
“Sticker Regulations 2018”. The team (entrant) is responsible for 
ensuring that the stickers on the entered vehicles comply with the 
applicable legal regulations. All mandatory stickers are provided by the 
PGT3CCB, including driver names. Only this version of the mandatory 
stickers are allowed, copies of the mandatory stickers will be refused. 
It is forbidden to cut or to modify the dimensions of the received 
mandatory stickers. For example the start number background can’t 
be partly placed on the door, partly on the wing and cut in two. It’s 
allowed to modify the dimensions of the window banner to avoid an 
overlay of the A-pillar and roof. All cars must be equipped with the 
mandatory license plate
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21.  Drivers' nationality flag
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